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Producing, Distributing, Packaging: Generic Units of Computational Commodities which are Consumed and Utilized in the Provisioning of Value

1) Proprietary Production
2) Generically Used
3) Independently Metered and Traded on an ongoing Consumption Basis.
4) Global Scale
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The Physical Owner wants this relationship enforced independent of software.
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Public Access Control Channel as a Multicast Console Device

A “Super” Serial Line: A simple device for Raw Access
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Bootstrapping: Open-source Software Appliances
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CUC, Principals, Control Channels, Communication Domains

- Principals: 3, 1, 6
- Control Channel: 3, 1
- Communication Domains: Public, External

Common Units of Capacity
Hardware nodes: CPUs, Memory, Connectivity
Linux only the beginning
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Open Source Kittyhawk

That’s to a lot of peoples!

http://kittyhawk.bu.edu/kittyhawk/Kittyhawk.html
http://git.anl-external.org/kittyhawk/
http://kh-wiki.bu.edu/tiki/tiki-index.php
http://cs-mailman.bu.edu/mailman/listinfo/kittyhawk

The open-sourcing of Kittyhawk was supported in part by the Department of Energy Office of Science Operating and Runtime Systems for Extreme Scale Scientific Computation project under the HARE project (contract #DE-FG02-08ER25851).
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